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ASUNM Senate Revises Act
said it would protect student
groups that fail through student
prejudice. "This takes some of
the smaller groups O!Jt of student
hands," said Senate Pro TemJim
Hoppe. "The students eJect .us to

By Evan Leland
The ASUNM Sen!\te Wednesday attempted sweeping changes
in its budget process, but internal
conflicts led one reform bill to oe
diluted, one tabled and a third
threatened with presidential veto.
Citing what he called a "sneaking" attempt to keep students
from voting on student organizations, Sen. John Marcelli Jed the
Senate in changing a bill that
allows some student .groups to
avoid spring elections.
The bill, called the Budget Reform Act, would have given the
Associated Students of the Uni•
versity of New Mexico Senate
sole power to fund groups requesting less than $2,000. The
Act was amended to exempt from
spring elections only groups that
request Jess than $700.
Marcelli once tried to kill the
Reform Act by attempting to
prove it unconstitutionaL He was
overrulled by ASUNM Vice
President Joe Monge, who cited a
different interpretation of
ASUNM law. The revised Act
passed 9-6.
Proponents of the Reform Act

"This takes some of the
smaller groups out of .student
hands. The students elect us
to do a job - they have
enough faith in our ability to
do what's right."
-

Sen. Pro Tern
Jim.Hoppe

do a job • they have enough faith
in our ability to do what's right."
Sen. Mark Hartman said a
large number of groups request.
less than $2,000, but those
group's combined allocations tot·
alless than $25,000 in a budget of
$380,000. "The Reform Act is
not taking the student vote away
from the lion's share of the
money," Hartma.n said.
But opponents of the Act said

they objected to its taking aw!\y
the student vote without inform·
ing students it is doing so. "If
you're going tO take the vote out
of student hands, you should
write a bill and do it," S!\id Sen.
Matt Fetterman. "We're protect~
ing these groups and I think they
should protect themselves.''
"It's the fact that you're taking
.away the student vote," Marcelli
said. "It's not the amount of
money. These are some of the
most controversial groups that
fail. You're taking them out of
student hands."
The Reform Act also states that
groups which fail in spring elections must gather signatures on a
petition equal in number to 20
percent of the undergraduates
who voted. The number of valid
signatures increases to 40 percent
of the number of voters for groups
that fail by a 2 to 1 margin, for
groups. that fail to make the ballot, or for new groups.
·
At the request of Hoppe, the
Senate tabled a bill called the
Budget Clarification Act that
would split student groups into
categories of student clubs and
student services. Hoppe said he

continued on page 3

Group Claims Use of Torture. Widespread
By Ben Neary
Colombia, El Salvador, Ethiopia,
Volunteers from Amnesty 1nter- Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti, Honnational say torture isn't merely a duras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Libya,
dark page in mcdievalhistocy books; Mexico, Namibia, Pakistan, Para•
they claim it's currently committed guay, Phillipines, Peru, Republic of
by at least one-third of the govern- Korea, South Africa, Spain, Sri
Lanka, Syria, Taiwan, Tunsia, Turments in the world.
"Government secrecy and in- key, Uganda, Uruguay, USSR,
·
timidation limit claims of torture," Zaire and Zimbabwe."
reads A.L 's pamphlet.titled Stop
A.l. is an organization that works
Torture. ''But in this decade A.l. has to document human rights violareceived persistant reports of torture tions. Once its members are satisfied
and iii-treatment from, among with the documentation, they try to
others, Afganistan, Brazil, Chile, focus the pressure of international

opinion against the governments in
question.
The A.L definition of human
rights abuse stems from the 1948
United Nations Bill of Rights. A.L
emphasizes article five, which reads
in part, "no one shaU be subjected to
torture ... "and article nine, "no one
shall be subjected to arbitracy arrest,
detention or exile .•. "
, "AJ. issupposed to be an impar·
t1al defender of human rights," said

continued on page 6

UNM Regent's Request For
Reimbursement Rejected
ALBUQUERQUE (AP)- A
University of New Mexico regent's
request· to be reimbursed for about
$900 for a trip to San Francisco has
been rejected by school officials.
"From What r understand, he trie~
to charge the University for a threeday dental conference without proof

Paez, an Albuquetque dentist,
spent Nov. I -4 in San Francisco,
where he said he was inducted into
the ~merir.an College of Dentists ..

He said he conducted school busiJerry Apodaca
ness during his visit by driving the 20
President of the UNM Board miles across the San Francisco Bay
of Regents
to visit Clark Kerr, former president
of UNM business," said Jerry Apodaca, Board of Regents president.
Apodaca told the UNM comptroller's office not to honor the request
by John Paez.
Paez said Apodaca is retaliating
because he and. Apodaca disagree on
many matters that come before the
board.
But Apocada said he wants to
keep a tight rein on out-of-state
spending by regents.
''I don't think it's appropriate for
any regent to take it. upon him or
herself to detennine what is University business:' Apodaca said.
"I was told about him trying to
submit a request for the reimbursement and instructed the finance
office not to pay it," Apodaca said.
•"I wrote a memo right after I found
out about John's .effort to get reim·
bursed that all out-of-state trips must
be approved" by the board's Finance
and Audit Committee, he said.

of the University of California at
Qerkeley and a former chancellor of
the University of California system.
Carroll Lee, associate vice president of business in the UNM comptroller's office, said Paez submitted
receipts for food, lodging and travel
for about $900 a few days after he
returned from the trip.
But Paez never stated a purpose
for the trip, which is requited of rc·
gents when they ask for reimbursements, Lee said.
")was concerned over the absence
of a statement of purpose when he
submiUed the receipts," Lee said. "I
was going to ask John for more docu~
mentation, but Jerry said to justgive
the receipts back to him."
Pacz said he has asked for all
traveling records of aU the regents
for the last year.
"Since he has set this policy retroactively on me, I want to see how
all the money by the regents is
spent," he said.

UNM Scientists Explore
New Laser Technology
By Robert Fine

Biology studiJnt Mich•el G•llegos looks at the photo displ•'l presented by Amnesty lntetnf·
ti~nal U.S.A. • local group .101 • in the SUB Wednesday. The organization's monthly muting
will be held DIIC. 18 et 1:30 p.m. All those Interested are welcome to attend. For mora
lnf~;~t(f'J•flot~ call Daflld Ru'-t:hman at 144•1140,
- . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .
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Another riddle in laser technology
may be close to being solved with the
development of lasers that can send
beams over long distances without
distorting themselves.
"The problem with conventional
lasers is they become distorted and
don't focus clean straight beams
over long distances," said Professor
.Kai Druhl, of the University of New
Mexico's physics department, at a
press conference on Wednesday.
"What we are doing is applying the
Phase Conjugation Mirror theocy so
that lasers can travel long distances
without becoming distorted,"
Druhl said the application of the
PCM theory uses a gas cell that is
placed at an arbitrary point in space.
"The l!'Set interacts with the gas
cell and produces accoustical
waves;'' Druhl said. "After ihe beam
interacts with the gas eel!, the distortions in the beam are corrected, and

it's reflected back to its place ofori~
gin. But the laser·that is reflected
travels the exact path of the beam
that first comes into the gas cell."
Kyunam Choi, a graduate student
in physics at UNM who has done
much of the research associated with
the project, said scientists don't need
to align two mitrors to produce good
lasers.
"The I'CM reflects back the beam
in its original path automatically, "
Choi said.· "In conventional laser
technology, both mirrors have to be
placed in a precise line because there
is no way ofteftecting back the beam
except by perfectly aligning the mir~
rors.''
Both Choi and btuhl said phase
conjugation mirrors can be used in
laser technology for tracking objects
and measuring distances in space.
However, Druhl said these possibilities are not yet well established.

.continued 'Oii!psge 1..• •••••...
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Group Makes Minority Hiring-Practice Recommendations

~ireJle~_()_J_._t________________________________s_v_A_s_so_c_ia_te_d_P_re_s_s____
Government Will Propose Giving Blacks Right
To Own land For The First Time In 72 Years
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa- The government said Wednesday it will propose next year th11t
blacks be allowed to own land for the first time in 72
years, but the laws will not lift restrictions on where
they can live.
The proposal would apply only to about one-sixth of
the nation's 24 million blacks who already have the
right to buy transferable 99-ycar leases on property.
A prominent white critic of the government's racial
policies said the announcement was "not a dismantling
of apartheid."
A statement said nine blacks were wounded and 31
arrested later Wednesday when police quelled six outbreaks of arson and three of stone-throwing, mostly in
Cape Province.
About 900 people have been killed, nearly all of

them black, in 15 rnonths of violence against apartheid, the official policy that reserves privilege for
South Africa's 5 million whites and denies rights to the
black majority.
Most have died in confrontations with police and
soldiers, but about one-third arc black policemen,
township officials and others killed by blacks who see
them ;~s sellouts to the white government.
Police said a hand grenade was thrown at an army
vehicle Wednesday morning in Soweto, the vast black
community outside Johannesburg. It caused no injuries or damage, They said there was no connection
between the explosion and a tour of So we to by Constitutional Planning Minister Chris Heunis.
The minister announced the new land policy after
the tour when he addressed a meeting of black Sowcto
township councilmen in a white Johannesburg suburb.

Gas Leak Panics India
NEW DELHI, India-Acloud of
acrid but non-toxic gas leaked from a
fertilizer factory Wednesday, causing thousands of people to panic the
day after the first anniversary of the
Bhopal gas disaster.
The gas cloud billowed from a
western industria.] district over a
broad, congested area of the capital.
Health Ministry spokesmen said
more than 340 people were treated
for eye and throat irritation, including 280 who were discharged after
first aid and 62 kept for observation.
P.A. Sangma, minister of state for
home affairs, told Parliament nine
people were in serious condition.
Although the gas was not life·
threatening, doctors said it could

affect the lungs of anyone severely
exposed.
Panic was increased by the fact
that the nation had just finished
marking the anniversary of the worst
industrial accident in history - the
deadly leak of methyl isocyanate gas
from Union Carbide's plant in Bhopal on Dec. 3, 1984, that killed more.
than 2,000 people and injured
300,000.
People rushed into the streets,
coughing and gasping, holding
handkerchiefs over their faces.
Offices, shops, bazaars and schools
were deserted, Traftic was snarled as
drivers of cars and buses tried to
escape. Many residents locked
themselves in their homes,
The gas traveled more than 21
miles before dispersing.
State radio broadcasted bulletins
telling people to return home, reassuring them that the gas was not
deadly. The capital returned to normal by early afternoon.
New Delhi's lieutenant governor,
H .L. Kapoor, told reporters the leak
occurred at 10:45 a.m. when corrosion in the metal supports caused a
40-ton storage tank to collapse at the
Shriram Foods and Fertilizers Industries complex.
The tank's contents were 65 percent odeum, a component of fertilizer, and 35 percent sulfuric acid that
combined with air to create sulfur
dioxide, Police Capt. S.C. Mehta
said.
It was the second major gas leak in
New Delhi since chlorine gas leaked
from cylinders and dumped into a
canal, killing one person and injuring 89 on Nov. 22. More than 30
chemical leaks and accidents have
been reported throughout India since
the Bhopal disaster.
The factory manager and two
plant officials were arrested on
charges of "causing injuries due to
negligence," police spokesman Satish Sharma said. The plant, which
has about 1,100 workers, was closed
and a judicial inquiry was ordered.

Reagan Accepts
McFarlane's
Resignation

The great beers of the world go by one name: LOwenhrau. Brewed in Munich,
in England, Sweden, Canada, japan and here in Anlcrica for a distinctive world class taste.

~•6tl•·l~lj0oi"••~l•'''

<;· 1985 Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee, WI.

By Juliette Torrez

WASHINGTON ~ President
Reagan accepted the resignation of
Robert C. McFarlane as national
security adviser "with deep regret
and reluctance" Wednesday, and immediately replaced him with his deputy, Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter, a low-keyed nuclear physicist
who doggedly shuns the limelight,
Reagan and McFarlane both de·
nied he was leaving because of wellpublicized. friction with White
House chief of staff Donald T.
Regan.
· McFarlane, who is expected to
land a high-paying job in private industry, said he had no immediate
plans.
Poindexter, a 27-year Navy veteran who was first in his class at the
U.S. Naval Academy, said he had
assurances from the president and
Regan that he would have direct access to ihe Oval Office, with no interference from the chief of staff.
Virtually unknown outside the
realm of natioll31 security experts,
Poindexter was the architect of the
administration's successful plan to
intercept and fotce the landing of the
Egyptian jetliner carrying four
Palestinians accused of hijacking the
Achille LaUr!> cruise ship.
Poindexter has long avoided interviews and has privately expressed an
aversion to the press, Which he has
criticized (or what he considers to be
consistent inaccuracies.
McFarlane and Regan, both exMarines, clashed both in personality
and over control of foreign policy
and defense issues.
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A group of Hispanic faculty and
staff recommended that the Uni·
versity of New Mexico increase
funding to secure at least five fulltime equivalent minority faculty,
The group presented eight recommendations to improve University of
New Mexico minority hiring practices to UNM President Tom Parer
earlier this week.
P. Chris Garcia, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, said
W edncsday that about 35 people
attended the meeting with Parer.
"He (Parer) expressed his agreement with us on the need for a greater
representation of minorities on the
faculty and staff," said Garcia. "He
also expressed support for Affirma·
tive Action."
The recommendations, based on
Affirmative Action policy and
minority faculty representation at
UNM, include earmarking some
University funds for hiring at least
five additional or new full-time
equivalent minority faculty.
Parer told the UNM Board of Regents in November that the University would control money at the admi·
nistrative level to allocate to any department that has identified a minor·
ity candidate for a position and is
unable to compete in salary bids.
"In securing minorities, a department or college docs not offer
enough money 10 attract minority
faculty," Garcia said. "We make low
salary offers."
In 1984, minorities represented 10
percent of 1,043 tenured and nontenured faculty. Of the l ,043 posi·
tions, Hispanics filled 71 positions;
Asians, 26; Indians, seven; and
blacks, five.
"We are not a formal organiza·
tion," he said. "We have been call·

ing together concerned Hispanic
faculty and staff to talk about the
status of Affirmative Action at
UNM."
The recommend.ations were
drafted after three or four meetings,
said Garcia. "It was a group effort,''
he said.
Garcia said that he, John Rinaldi,
dean of the General College, and
Rupert Trujillo, clean of Continuing

F. Chris Garcia
Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences
Education, were acting as the "organizational core" of the group, .The group also recommended that
Farer send a yearly memorandum,
before the faculty recruiting season,
reminding the UNM community it is
acceptable to hire UNM graduates.
"UNM has long used the policy of
not hiring its own graduates as an
excuse not to hire minorities," the
statement read. "A large number of
non-minority UNM graduates have
been employed at UNM."
"The first two recommendations

I

I

. r

A BENEFIT FOR THE VICTIMS OF THE
COLUMBIAN VOLCANO

express the main concerns about
attracting additional minority facu],
ty," Garcia said, He estimated that
native U.S, Hispanics represented
4.6 percent of UNM's faculty and
staff.
Affirmative Action policy protects ethnic minority groups such as
Hispanic, black, American Indian
and Asian, who arc U.S. citizens.
The statement said that 6.2 percent are listed as Hispanic. "An
analysis of the statistics plus a head
count performed by this group reveals that of the 4 7 Hispanic tenuretrack or tenured faculty, only 29
.come from the protected group
category," it reads. "The other 18 are
of Latin American origin,"
"We feel there ~hould be more
than that obviously," Garcia said.
''Our concern is that often people
that arc not U.S. citizens are counted
(in UNM minority faulty representation)," said Garcia. "They aren't in
the groups in these federally protected groups."
Other recommendations include:
• Parer should insure that every
established search committee reflect
a balanced minority/non-minority
membership and that the nonminority members are individuals
who support, Affirmative Action
principles.
• The Affirmative Action office
present a report to the Board ofRcgents at their monthly meetings and
attend all executive meetings of the
regents and report on individual
cases where confidentiality of specifics is required.
Also, the director, currently Bernie Sanchez, should be made a member of the President's Advisory
Board.

ST. CHARLES BORROMEO CHURCH
1818 COAL (COAL & UNIVERSITY)
SAT. DECEMBER 7, 7:00pm.

DONATION: $3.00 Students, Senior CHizens, Unemployed
$5.00 General- UNDER 12 FREE
For Info: 268-5150, 277·2880 or 277·5081

--

favored the bill but thought it needed
changes. "Considering the mood in
the Senate, it .looked like the bill was
going to fail,'' he said. "l want to sec
it changed - it needs time to be
worked out."
Sen. Scott Ploersheim said he was
dissapointed but not surprised at the
Senate's tabling the bill, which he
wrote and sponsored. "I'm not sur·
prised, given this Senate's record of
avoiding bold decisions. This bill
was based on making bold deci-

The repeal bill's sponsor was
Marcelli, who said, "if we have a
blanket yes, students will be voting
on groups they don't know about."
He was supported by Sen. Lillian
Montoya, who said, "those students
truely interested .. , will take the extra minute or so to go through each
line item and vote yes or no."
However, Esquivel said after the
meeting that he supports 11 blanket
yes and might veto the repeal bill.
"I'm going to give this bill some
serious thought before I sign it - if
I sign it," he said.

sions.''
The Senate also repealed a section
of the student government Financial
Code that provides a "blanket yes"
vote for student groups on the spring
ballot. Under the blanket yes, a
group not voted against on a ballot is
counted as having received a yes
vote.

In other action at its last fall meet·
ing, the Senate passed two appropriations bills, allocatin-g $I 01.30 to
Hanging of the Greens and $700 to
Student Symposium Attendance.
The Senate also passed a bill that
provides for the Senate Finance
Committee chairman to chair the
ASUNM Budget Committee.

--------T-------,
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Call Us!

• Ayocuan • Los Bohemios • Jose Ojeda • Federico Jimenez
• Cuitani • Pedro Hernandez and Friends • Marcel Marchan

mended that Parer design a written
plan to ensure equitable distribution
of available state resources to sup·
port Hispanic graduate programs.
The committee recommended the
projected plan be implemented by
July, ), 1986,
During 1983, Hispanic graduate
students represented 14 percent of
the total population. Only 5.6 percent received state financial support
such as graduate assistants and
teaching assistants.

ASUNM~--~-

0ttt ;;"Ir
JDeA

CONCERT ·DANCE

• Qualified minority ,applicants
should be considered for appointments in the office of academic
affairs and that no future appointments be made until the committee
has had the opportunity to submit
names of qualified applicants.
• The next dean of the University
College have a background that in·
cludcs training and successfull administrative experience in Southwestem higher educational institutions.
Also, the committee recom-
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Doonesbury

Regarding the letter by Pilon and Gile!;l in Tuesday's Lobo about the
proposed elimination of SRAC funding, we would li.ke to make a few
comments.
I~YOIJ
7H/9 MOfNING
The implic<~tion made by Pilon and Giles is that graduate students
iff /31?/:AI<in individual departments will have greater access to funding if the
FA'>T, IJNCl8
allocation is taken from Student Research Allocations Committee
(SRAC) and given to the graduate student groups. This t;annot possibly betrue,SRAC has been able to make up to $250 peryearavai/able
to students who apply for funds.
According to information from Admissions and Records, the average number of graduate students per department in the University,
disregarding the Law School, Medical School, and Anderson Schools
of Management for the mornent, is 62. The average department now
gets, at$3 per student, $372 per year. if the prorated benefits (PBs) are
increased to $6 per student, this will increase to $744. This means that
approximately 3 sWdents will be able to get funding (equivalent to
SRAC) from each average department.
Of course, the number of graduate students in a department may
be as low as 10, in which case the amount of funding would be
$120- enough for each of them to have lunch at the Australian
Bakery once a semester. The graduate student population may also By AnthonyT. Podesta, President
be as high as 300-plus, as in the Law School, whose students had a big People For The American Way
party this fall, and the Medical School, which now has new student
lounge furniture. What did those departments do with their PB fundEfforts to make people coning if they had to get special monies for these expenditures?
form to oneparticular position or
This brings us to another point. Pilon and Giles actually have the ideology are almost always justigall to criticize the Biology graduate students for purchasing compu- fied with lofty-sounding rhetoric,
ter equipment and software with their PB funds. What do they think such as the need to protect our
those graduate students are doing with that equipment- writing country from subversion, or the
home to Mom? Perhaps Pilon and Giles are not acquainted with the need to preserve order. The New
possible uses of the computer for research purposes; we wouldn't be Right has just come up with a
surprised.
new excuse for intimidating
At the Department of Anthropology, the graduate students have those who don't agree with its
made similar purchases of equipment, and the resources acquired ideology: to protect college stuare available to all of our students. This does seem to be a better way dents from "misinformed" or
to "share the wealth" than having big parties, but maybe there are "inaccurate" teaching.
departments on campus with different priorities. We would certainly
This fall, a new national orgabe interested to know howHPER and Speech Communication (Pilon's
nization was founded called
and Giles' home departments) spent their funding.
"Accuracy in Academia." While
We will be at the GSA meeting on Saturday morning (9 a.m., Room
AlA claims to "combat the dis230, SUB}, and we urge all graduate students who feel they might
benefit from SRAC funding during their careers at UN M to be there, as semination of misinformation"
on our co/lege and university
well.
campuses, it epitomizes the New
Marilyn R. London Right's theory of education, in
Anthropology
and 17 other signatories

l!

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

II! !

Abolishing SRAC Shows Twisted Logic
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Take a minute from your stress-filled life to blow
off some steam. Tell us what's bothering you
and how it can be remedied.
We'd all like to know. Write us a letter.

explore theories, methods .and
laws relating to historical preservation and issues sun-ounding

l

j

the long-term care of cemeteries.
"How we treat the dead reflects
on how we treat the living," said
Joseph Winter, director of contract archeology at UNM, "It's a
matter of respect."
Winter said recent discoveries
of"forgotten" cemeterieo beneath
the pavement of parking lots at
Albuquerque's TechnicalVocational Institute and St.
Joseph's Hospital, and the relocation of graves at Mt. Calvary
Cemetery, demonstrate the need
for "perpetual care" of city
cemeteries.
"People in Albuqucrqu!l
sho11fd be concerned, they may be

buried in one of these one day,"
Winter sai<l.
Anthropology 420 students
will study different area
cemeteries to determine the extent of long-range planning by the
management at each .cemetery,
and its policies regarding burial
and re-burial. The students will
also study different ethnic characteristics regarding treatment of
the dead and will interview fami"
lies of the deceased to find out if
the cemetery has met its needs,
The course is offered to upperdivision undergraduate students
and graduate student~.
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143 Harvard SE • 265-3315
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300 Yale SE
268-5697

WORLD <JHAMPION
BI<JY<JLES

QUALITY
Lessons • Sales
Rentals • Repairs
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Shopping

days 'til
CHRIS'
VACATION

U.S. COTION
CLOTHING
Chris' Jndoot• Store
262-2107

In the Hruvard Mall
We'll be closed Dec 16th- Jan 1st

<JHRISTMAS GIFT
SUGGESTIONS
Lon!II!Jeeve Jerseys •••• ' .•.• 2!1% orr
Bicycle Books •• ,,,,,. $7.95 to $12,95
Blcyde Gloves ••• , , • $15.95 to $2i5.110
Leather Handlebar Wmp,., •• ,. $14.915
Repair Tools , • , •.. , • , $2.!10 t1> $28.!10
Citadel U Locks , , , •• $18,!10 to $28.!10
Solar Cycl~ Computers . , • , .... $~7 .!10
Halogen Genemtor i5els , , , •••• $27.!10
Campagn()IQ Component. , •• $8.95 up
Handlebar Bags . , , , • $18.!10 to $38.!10
Cycling Ql()ves , , , •. , $li5.9i5 tQ $25,00
Cleated Cycling llhoeo ... , . , $:ZQ.!IO uf
Specialized roldlng Tires •••• ,. $13.!!1.
Concor Seat. lr1 CoiQno • , , ••••• $24,00
Training R()IJem .... $81),00 to $.319,00
0111 Certificates f()r
l'arts ()r Repalm

The Nicaraguan Crisis: Another Angle:
Hear

ll

!
'.I t.
II

REV. DANIEL ERDMAN

j·

BJUnguar churchman and participant In the Witness for
Peace Movement in Nicaragua
speaking on:

I

.,THE ROLE OF RELIGIOUS
INSTITUTIONS IN NICARAGUA
AND THE UNITED STATES"

'

l

Thursday. December Sth. at 7:50 pm
Anthropology·Lecture Hall (Rm 165J
sponsored by:
UNM committee for Human Rights in central America and
the New Mexico Peace council

'

l
.
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WOMEN
EXECUTIVES
NEEDED

I

I

I
I
I

The area reserved for veterans in a local cemetery.
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AlA "logic" dictates that there
is only one correct way to teach
students about our involvement
in Vietnam; there is only one true
cause of the Civil War; and there
is only one acceptable interpretation of Franklin Roosevelt's presidency, And if a professor doesn't
toe AlA's line, he or she will be
investigated by AlA, perhaps
pressured to change the content
of the course; or vilified in AlA's
new national newsletter. And it's
not just professors who are being
intimidated. Students will wonder iftheir future might suffer by
asking questions or revealing
their political beliefs and ideas.
Such chilling activities are
highly inappropriate anywhere.
They seem particularly offensive
on a university campus, where
teaching different viewpoints
and interpretations is an integral
part of the education process.
The losers in AlA's efforts are
u ftimately the students.
Any effort to limit the exchange of ideas leads to the
"dumbing doiiVn" of education
as a whole. Those who are trying
to keep "biased" facts or "bad"
ideas out of the college clas·
sroom are following in the tradition of those who want to keep
the teaching of evolution out of
high school science classes, and
IIVho
want
to
censor
Shakespeare's Romeo and
Juliet. They have forgotten that
the purpose of education is to
teach students to grapple with
complexities and learn how to
think. Not, as Reed Irvine would
have it, what to think.

.

~-~-~

~
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stitutions of higher learning. It's
not interested in encouraging
academic freedom or balance in
the classroom. Instead, it is designed to Intimidate those who
are teaching what AlA's first
director, Malc;olm Lawrence,
calls "incorrect information
which leads to conclusions that
may be distasteful from the point
of view of our national heritage
or national security ... Just plain
bad facts.''
Take, for example, Dr. Mark
Reader's political science course
at Arizona State University.
According to AlA, it constitutes
"anti-nuclear propaganda" because it overemphasizes such
things as "fears of nuclear war,
power and weapons." It isn't
"verifiable" facts AlA is worried
about, it's "bad" facts. Take
Cynthia McClintock, an associate
professor of political science at
George Washington University.
Hercoursesyllabus includes U.S.
government papers and a textbook put out by the conservative
Hoover Institution. But she's on
AlA's. hit fist because she shows a
film that is critical of the u.s.backed contras in Nicaragua.

.~

~ • •~
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FulJ.service Guitar Center

Management and the Cemeteries
of Albuquerque. The class will

I

I

AlA Would Dictate Course Content

which diverse points of view and
the free flow of ideas are seen as
un-American activities.
AlA's founder, Reed Irvine, has
headed up an organization for
the past 16 years entitled
"Accuracy in Media," whose purpose is to intimidate and harass
the members of the media who
don't agree with his right-wing
views. Irvine has builth is reputation, and a $1 million organization, on the principle that there is
only one "accurate'' way for a
journalist to cover a story. Now
he's decided there's only one
"right" way for a professor to
teach a course •.
When
"Accuracy
in
Academia" was announced this
summer, many were horrified by
its rhetoric, but few took it
seriously. AlA, however, is
emerging as a formidable institution. It already has volunteers on
about 150 campuses across the
country, and has raised $50,000
of a $160,000 annual budget.
Now AlA has hired as its new
director a former New York Congressman, John LeBoutil/ier,
Editor:
call an article in a recent Lobo think a computet and computer whose skill at fundraising is
wherein Pilon states, "We fully enhancement is for? True, it matched only by his talents at
I am writing in reply to the re- recognize that it does hurt re- doesn't aid the individual, it aids red-baiting those with whom he
cent fetter of Messrs. Pilon and search-intensive department- the entire graduate student body disagrees.
When LeBoutillier warns
Giles (Dec. 3, 1985). It seems an s ... The people who benefit of that department by making
odd twist of logic to say that since (from the proposal) are large computer technology available against creeping socialism, he's
the finance committee chooses organizations and others which to those who would, otherwise, referring to activities by memto under-fund SRAC in the face of do not use SRAC intensively." be unable to afford such access. bers of the Democratic Party
obvious demand, then the SRAC These gentlemen go on to sugThese gentlemen conclude leadership, like House Speaker
program should be done away gest that Biology prorated be- that if their proposal is passed, Tip O'Neill. According to
with all together.
nefit (PB) funds were inapprop· organizations would not have to LeBoutilfier, former presidential
These gentlemen go to great riately spent on computer and return to GSA for funding of pro- contender Senator George
lengths to convince us that they computer enhancement because jects. The gentlemen are right ab- McGovern is ''scum." When he
have the greatest concern for it could have been better spent in out the Business and Law talks about radical brainwashing,
graduate student intellectual de- support of an individual's re- Schools, they will make out like he's talking about what Harvard
velopment and professional in- search.
bandits. However, Biology, with professors did to him. LeBoutilteraction. I wonder? I seem to reWhat do these two gentlemen its small graduate student lier contends that leading Amerpopulation, could not possibly ican journalists and numerous
liberal groups are pawns. in a
make up the loss.
Soviet-sponsored
"disinformaLet's be honest. What this
proposal will do is dump a large tion" campaign, and while in
amount of funds into a few de- Congress, co-spon:;ored a bill
partments which have little in- that would have created a House
terest in research and cripple the subcommittee on internal
funding of the majority of depart- security.
Given AlA's founder and new
ments Which do. To sum up,
381400
gentlemen, don't pee down my director, it comes as no surprise
Vol. 90
No. 70 back and then tell rne it's raining. that this new watchdog group
The Now Meklto D'aily Lobo is pUblished Monday through Friday t~verv rtigU!arweak ~ftha
isn't concerned, as the name sugUniversity year., we_ekly during tlosod arid finals Weeks and w_eekly dUring the summer session,
Ronald Kneebone gests, with upgrading the quality
by the BOard of Studant_Publicatlons of the University of New Mexi_eo. Subscription rat& Is S15
per academic y~Par. Second class poa1age paid at Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131.
Anthropology of education at our nation's in-
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The University Area's

Sure, you've heard about the
importance of managing the living. But what about the dead?
A new course offered this
spring at the University of New
Mexico is designed to study just
that.
"The management of Albuquerque's cemeteries is one of
our most serious environmental
issues affecting the city," reads
the course description for Anthropology 420, Cultural Resource

[I

Editor:

1 . ..

By Cynthia Botteron

··r

\

Anthropology Students
Oppose Funding Change

'
1 1~~~

Students To Study Area Cemeteries
As Part Of Anthropology 420 Course

•·l

Vti/Jff? flf1/veN ...
111/il't 111 (.AIJSH'

-Letters
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DON'T BE LOST IN
THE WASTELAND
Get your .bearings in the
New Mexico Daily Lobo

The Navy is seeking a special kind of woman to
become a Navy Manager. She must be a woman
who wants responsibility and wants it fast. To serve
on selected ships at sea or at shore stations at
home and around the world. Executive and managerial positions. Salary up to $31 ,500 in four
years. 30 days paid vacation each year. Medical,
dental insurance free. Non-taxable quarters and
cost of living allowance. Under 29. Must have BS/
BA degree or be within one year of graduation.
Contact: 1-800-354-9627
Navy Officer Programs

THE ALBUQUERQUE
POLICE DEPARTMENT
WANTS YOU
The City of Albuquerque Pollee Department is currently acceptIng applications for Pollee Cadet crass tentatively schec:IUied to
begin February, 1986.

SALARY: $1136.00/month during academic training {16
weeks),
$1350.00/month during probationary period (1
year from graduation)
$1525.00/ month upon completion of probation

.llllillllfllllllllltUIOIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIUifiiUIIIf.
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Daily Lobo
Display Ads
Get Results

~

131 M•rron H•ll

;;

277-54558
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~
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Get It
In Gear!

NEED A JOB?
La Posada Dining Hall Is looking for a
lew good students to work during meal
(

'

1
f

•·· •l

..~·· \..
·.1·:·

'

.

5ervice hoUI'S for the Spring Semester.
Applications are available at La Posa·
da' s Kitchen Office.

Only 5 More
Issues of the NM Daily Lobo
for the Fall semester

Place Your Advertisement

TODAY

BENEFITS: 20 year retirement, paid vacation, college Incentive pay, bilfhgual pay, shift differential pay,
longevity pay, clothing allowance, lake-home car
program, paid military leave, medlcalfdental insurance, life Insurance, sick leave, overtime pay.

BASIC Must be 21 years old and a U.S. citizen. No major
REQUIREMENTS· physical defects or abnormalities and no chronic
• or debilitating diseases. Vision no worse than
20/60·20/1 00, either eye, and corrected to 20130,
both eyes, No color blindness, Normal hearing.
High school graduate or G.E.D. certification.

There are addlllonil requirements. For further lnformllloll, pleaae contact a recruiter at (505) 768·2440. Applications are being accepted at
Pollee Personnel Aei!)Urcea Division, Albuquerque Pollee Dep•rtment,
Room304, 401 Merquette NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico 871~2.
THE ALBUOUEiiaUE POLICE DEPARTMENT IS
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTtON,ECUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Forture---------------------------continued from page 1

man or degrading treatment."

Dr. David Crawford, a professor of
Crawford is a member of A.!.
psychiatry at the University of New ,Group 101 -the .JOist chapter in
Mexico Hospital and un A.l. m!!m- the country- Which was founded
ber. "We oppose the death penalty in Albuquerque 11 years ago, He
w1d torture or any other cruel. inhu· helped to staff a table in the UNM

Committee Narrows Vice President
For Research Candidates To Seven

Student Union Building this week to
draw attention to A .I.'s efforts to
fight torture.
The table in the SUB showed pictures of people who A.l. claims have
been abducted, tortured or killed by
their own governments.

By Maria

A.l. says many tortu.re victims are
'pdsoners of conscience.' The term
means people who are held due to
their beliefs, color, sex, ethnic
gin, language or religion, provided
they have not used or advocated violence.

ori-

Once A. I. identifies such people
to its satisfaction, the group begins a
campaign of letter-writing to the
government in question to secure the
person's release. Although A.I.
literature claims some success, a total number of released prisoners
wasn't available.
Allegations of torture ;~re among
the propagandist's oldest weapons.
In World War 1, post cards purported
to show tortured and raped women
were circulated to inspire people to
continue to fight.

Amnesty International claims that Bede-Mariam Mekonnen is
a "prisoner of conscience" held since 1974 by the Ethiopian
government.

Crawford said A.L is aware of the
danger of serving as an instrument of
propaganda and takes appropriate
precautions. "Our office in London
is responsible for verification of particular cases," he said. "No case is
released unless there's been independent verification."

According to Amnesty International, Maria Gorete Joaquim is cme of more than 350 people who "disappeared"
between November 1978 and May 1979 in East Tamor following an earlier invasion by Indonesian forces. Amnesty
International says it has unconfirmed reports that Joaquim
has been executed and they are appealing to the Indonesian government for information on her whereabouts.

Only Mutual
Missile Cuts,
Reagan Says

Skills Center Closed Week Schedule
Hours;
Closed
Week
Policies:

Sunday, December 8: 1 p.m.-7 p.m.;
Monday, December 9-Thursday, December 12. 9 o.m.-9 p.m.
Friday, December 1.3, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
If you have not been to the Sliills Center this semester, you should make a request for a rutor by
Friday. December 6th. The review sessions are open ro all students enrolled In the specific course.
The sessions are conducted or the Sliills Center on the 3rd floor of Zimmerman Library. Coli
277-4560 or 277-2551 for more Information.

Time:

Course:
100
102
111
112
120
121
12.3
150
162
163
180
180
181
182
183
290

Day/Date:
Wed/11
Wed/11
Tues/10
Mon/9
Mon/9
Wed/11
Mon/9
Mon/9
Wed/11
Thur/12
Tues/10
Fri/13
Tues/10
Wed/11
Wed/11
Frl/1.3

10-11 AM
4-5 PM
10-11 AM
11-12 AM
11-12 AM
11-12AM
5·6 PM
3·4 PM
12-1 PM
5-6 PM
12:30-1:30 PM
1-2 PM
1:.::l0-2:30 PM
1-2 PM
2-3 PM
2-3 PM

English:

100
100
101
101
102
102

Mon/9
Wed/11
Tues/10
Fri/1.3
Wed/11
Thurs/12

2-3 PM
3-4 PM
9-10 AM
2-3 PM
6-7 PM
7-8 PM

Science:

Chern 111
121
122
Physics 105
161
Astronomy 101
101
Nutrition 125
Computer Science 154
155

Frt/1.3
Thur/12
Thur/12
Fri/13
Wed/11
Wed/11
Fri/13
Thur/12
Tues/10
Tues/10

.::l-4 PM
6-7 PM
8-9 PM
4·5 PM
8-9 PM
9-10 AM
1-2 PM
10:30-11:30 AM
6:30-7:30 PM
5-6 PM

Soc. Science:

American Studies 1 00
Gen. College 100
Sociology 101
Psychology 101

Thurs/12
Fri/13
Tues/10
Wed/11

2-3 PM
3-4 PM
9-10 AM
4:30-5:30 PM

Spanish 101
102
201
202 and up
French 101
102
201
202
German 101/102
Latin 101
Greek 101

Mon/9
Tues/10
Wed/11
Thur/12
Mon/9
lues/10
Wed/11
Thur/12
Mon/9
Wed/11
Tues/1 0

10-11 AM
10-11 AM
7-8PM
7-8 PM
6·7 PM
6-7 PM
6•7 PM
6-7 PM
1-2 PM
3-4 PM
1-2 PM

E:con. 200 (Macro)
Econ. 201 (Mitro)

Mon/9
Mon/9

7-8 PM
6·7 PM

1\EVIEW SESSIONS:
Math:

Foreign Lang.:

UDkAII.Y COUII.SES:

If you want to improve. your study skllls and/or library skills, enroll now In the following courses:
U13P. 110- Academic Skills Monogement~learnlng Skills
ll131\ 111 .~ Academic SKills Monogement-lnfotmatlon Management

FALLSTON, Md. (AP)- President Reagan said Wednesday there is
"no way" the United States will
scrap nuclear missiles to stay within
the limits of the unratified SALT II
treaty unless the Soviet Union also
agrees to abide by the pact completely.
Reagan, visiting a rural high
school to espouse his proposals for
people-to-people exchanges with the
Soviets, was asked in a questionand-answer session with students about his intentions regarding SALT

11.
He faces a decision on whether to
continue compliam:e after the end of
the year, which could require the
scrapping of some missiles.
Reagan said he has not made a
decision, but has before him a Defense Department report showing 23
violations of the treaty by the
Soviets.
"We have to decide whether we
can have complete agreement of
both sides that we are going to abide
by it even though it has not been
ratified, or we arc going to have to
conduct ourselves on the basis of
what they arc doing also," he said.
"There is no way we can be so
one-sided as to be destroying missiles or things of that kind (to) stay
within a limit that they arc violating," he said.
He said the U.S. decision would
depend in part on negotiations with
the Soviets about their violations.
The treaty was negotiated during
the Carter administration, but was
withdrawn from consideration by the
Senate after its prospects of ratificatioh were dimmed by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December
1979.
Reagan responded to questions of
a select group of students gathered in
a band room at the I ,665-pupH high
school about 20 miles tJorth of Baltimore.
Earlier, in a speech in the school
theater, Reagan said he had told
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachcv at
their Geneva summit last month:
"Just think how easy his task arid
mine would be at these meetings if
suddenly there were a threat to the
world from some other species frorn
another planet oUtside this universe.
",We would forget all the local differences we have between our two

DeVarenne

The University of New Mexico
has narrowed. the pool of applicants for the position of vice president for research to seven candidates outside of the University.
More than 165 people made up
an "extraordinarily strong pool"
when the search began in September, said Joel Jones, search committee chairman and acting vice
president for administration and
planning,
Jones would not identify any
candidates. He said several of the
stronger candidates have asked
for confidentiality until the final
stages of the selection.
However, Jones said the committee is meeting early next week
to decide on the final sl11te of five
or six people whose names will be
announced once they are notified.
Jones said the nationwide
search has attracted a "very cosmopolitan pool" of people with
many different backgrounds and
positions. He said some are from
other universities holding the
same job, and others are adminis-

trators from national laboratories
or private research .institutions.
UNM President Tom Parer
said it bas been difficult for the
committee to narrow the pool
down from 30 because of the
"strong and impressive people"
among the applicants.
Parer said he casually knew
some of the applicants ''who are
nationally known with outstanding credentials" but he did not
know which applicants are still
being considered for the position,
"Jthink it's a tribute to the University to have them interested in
the position," Parer said.
One of the candidates selected
will replace Joseph Scalctti,
acting vice president for research.
When the search is completed,
Scaletti will resume his position
as chairman of the biology department.
Jones said he would like the
position to be filled by Jan. 1 but
doesn't think it is feasible because of the "type of people" who
have applied for the position. He
said most of the candidates are ''in
a position where they .can't leave
quickly. There arc a couple who

could be here within a month or
two" but someone will take office
by June I, 1986.
"The position is ~ critical
appointment for the University
and the state because of(he voice
and influence on and off campus," Jones said.
·
According to a job description,
the vice president of research is
responsible for the Office of Research and sponsored projects,
Central Animal Facility, Hazardous Material Management and
University-wide resear<;:h institutes, centers and programs.
The vice president also oversees tbe development ofpolicics,
procedures and practices to encourage research and creative
work and to protect and advance
the interests of the University.
In addition, the job description
states that the vice president of
research represents UNM to external funding agencies, promotes international research
arrangements and promotes
cooperative research arrangements with government agencies,
national laboratories and other
universities.

Judge Orders. New Sentencing
Hearing For Convicted Murderer
ALBUQUERQUE (AP)- A
judge has ordered a new sentencing
hearing for the mun who received a
death penalty for murdering former
University of New Mexico basketball player Gabe Nava.
District Judge Philip Ashby ruled
Tuesday that Leon Cheadle was not
effectively represented at the sentencing phase of his 1982 trial.
Ashby said Cheadle's lawyer failed
to investigate evidence that might
have led the jury to impose a lighter
sentence.
Ashby found, however, that attorney Leo Kelly effectively defended
Cheadle at the guilt-innocence phase
of the trial and that the conviction
must stand.
"I think it's a fair decision," Kelly
said,
Deputy District Attorney Stephen

Slusher, who represented the state at
the hearing, felt othenvise.
"We're glad that the court upheld
the determinati.on of guilt and regret
that the state will be put to the expense of having to retry the punishment phase of the case," he said.
Ashby said the new hearing will
be before a jury in January.
Distric.t Attorney Steven Schiff
said the state will argue again for the
death penalty.
Cheadle, then 23, was convicted
in February 1982 of first-degree
murder in Nava's Sept. 10, 1981,
shooting death. He also was convicted of robbing Nava, 29, and a
friend, Leslie Goodwin, of kidnapping them and of attempting to rape
Ms. Goodwin.
Cheadle has been on death row
while his case was being appealed.

HAIRCUTS

$6,00
UNM STUDENTS

ss.oo

PERMS
(cut included)

$22.50
115 Danmouth SE. In the N!ey behind

Walgr~ns

Open Tuesday thru Satufday
Call for Appointment

265-5109

Missile Cuts-continued from page 6
countries and find out once and for
all that we really are all human
beings here on this Earth together.''
"I don't suppose we ca.n wait for
some alien race to come down and
threaten us, but l think that between
us 1\'C can bring about that realiz:ltion.'' he said.
Promoting "massive" cultural exchanges with the Soviet Union,
Reagan said, "Let's begin. at the
very least, to draw back the barriers
that separate our peoples from one
another."

Laser--continued from page 1
They did say PCMs could be useful in researching the Reagan administration's Strategic Defense Initiative, also known as Star Wars.
"PCMs can be applied to tracki11g
and measuring distances of ICBMs
because of their ability to produce
lasers without distortions," Choi
said.
John Bellum, a scientist who
works for Litton Laser Systems in
Albuquerque, said the new laser
technology may be applied to environmental problems.
"PCMs can find toxic pollutants in
the atmosphere and measure how
many there are;• Bellum said. "And
because PCMs don't have to be put
in perfect alignment, they could be
used in a severe environment with
accurate results."
The press conference was held at
the Litton Laser Systems' research
facility, which provides the funding
for the project.• The company coordinates its research with UNM faculty and graduate students.

If

you've been wantmg the Arnencan
can help 111 a lot of ways as you graduate.
Expl'ess· Card for some llme. thiS JS some
The Card can help ybu be ready for bustttme to apply
ness. It's a must far travel to meetmgs and
Because if you're a senior, all you need entertammg. And to entertam yourself.
you can use 1t to buy a new wnrdrobe for
is to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job.
That,~ 11 No sltmgs No girntntck~
work or a new stereo
(i\nd evE>n ;f\'nu don't have a job nght
The Card can also help y:m ~-sf<~bhsh
nnw doni wot r-y Tills offt'r 1s still qond IN
your credll hrstnry •vtnch :::d:J !l•·:p 111
12 r::onth:~ nlte1 you graduate) Why :s
your future.
i\rn(·ncan Cxpr:ds makmg the Card a
So call 1-800-THE-CARD and r1sk to have
11111" t~?slt>t k•r !\fltllOrs to qot'
~~....
a Spectal Sl U<?<'Jll Apphcdrt •n sent
Vi·'"''~ tc• l·l•' !l.::;nn.ply, e be.- ~.-c·•"'".. •.-'··-~
"·:..........·.'."""' . The
to you .. Or. . \.c. m.~ !.or ~·n. t.".'-'11 c;;mpus
II("/•' H. v ..Jdr :u:mc. And this 1s
Amencan Express· Card.
d rwqri tum' tr· :'!10'.'; It·- for we
_.•.~:.. ~~ ': ~' · Don't leave school without it. 5M
w.
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continued on pag11 7
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New Art Exhibits at UNM

!'

The University of New Mexico's art g:tllcrics will all open new shows on
or before the first day or school next semester.
The various exhibits :1re:
II AniMNiia opens on Jan. 7, in the North Gallery of the University Art
Mllscum.
I! T£'11 California Colorists opens on Jan. ll, in the Lower Gallery of the
University Art Museum.
B Ri'cem Work byDcpllrtment ofArl Faculty: Robert Ellis opens on Jan. 14,
in rile Upper Re11r Gallery of the University Art Museum. .
B Contemporary Spanish Photograph.,· opens on Jan. 18 tn the Upper
Gallery of the University Art Museum.
BDoris Cross ope/IS 011 Jan. /8 in the Jonson Gallery,
• Pictures From the Dawn World opens on Jan. 20 in the SUB's Thompson
Gallery.
• Handmade Papenvorks by Helen Rinke opens on Jan. 20 in the SUB's
Union Gallery.
g A Shrine Show and An Altered Photo Show open on Jan. 24 in the ASA
Gallery.
The Thompson and the Union will be closed during the w~nter brea~. All
others wilt be closed Dec. 23-2.5 und Dec. 28 to Jan. 6 but Wtll otherwJse be
open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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The Original Sit-Com
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Menaechmi Performed
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By Maria DeVarenne

!

Menaechmi, written by Plautus
around 200 B. c;,, is "the original of
all situation domestic comedies,"
says director Warren Smith. The
play will be the first prese~ted by the
Classics Theater Productions of the
Modem and Classical Language Department.
"There would be no Bill Cosby
Show if there wasn't a Plautus," he
said.
Smith, a classical language professor who translated the play for
this perfonnance, said the play will
be in English except for two brief
scenes left in the original Latin.
Plautus' Latin play is. the archetypal "commedy of errors."The plot
involves the confusions which follow the arrival in Epidamnus of a
young man searching for his longlost identical twirl. The impossibility
of telling one twin from the other
throws the town into turmoiL
This same plot was used by
Shakespeare as the basis for his early
Comedy of Errors, of which it has
been said that the English playwright
"doubled the twins but not the fun."
The cast is made up of students
and faculty including Smith as
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Tonight

Gerald Chavez
flamenco Guitarist

6:00 pm-8:00 pm

2128 Central SE

242-81.3.3

Earn X-tra money for X-mas

Young Sherlock Holmes (Nicholas Rowe} and John Watson (Alan Cox) in their homemade
airplane.

Spielberg's Young_ Sherlock:
Starts Strong, Finishes Weak
Steven Spielberg seems to
have a movie (or two or three)
ready every summer and every
Christmas, and he's not about to
start letting us down now.
His latest effort is Young Sher·
lock Holmes, which speculates on
the school-boy relationship of
Holmes and his side-kick John
Watson.

$5 BONUS

$2 BONUS

for
new donors

for
regular donors

expires 12-31-85
This coupon can be
used once a week

expires 12-31-85
This coupon can be
used once a week

....................,.......... ~~-·-· ....,..................4
YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 Yale SE • 266-5729
Open M-F 9:30-5:30; Sat 10-2

The first half of the movie gets
off to a pretty good start. Holmes
is arrogant and Watson is precocious, but they're semi·
believable characters and Nicholas Rowe (as Holmes) is surprisingly good. The origins of some
of Holmes' idiosyncracies, like
his hat and his pipe, are humorously explained. Some actual detective work gets done and an intriguing mystery is set up. In
other words, an interesting and
channing movie is just getting
going.
Then, a terrible thing happens.
Young Sherlock Holmes turns

telegraphed half-an-hour before
they happen,

into Young Indiana Jones before
your very eyes.
They discover a devil·
worshipping, human-sacrificing
cult inside a pyramid which is
inside an old building. Apparently, after being driven out of the
Middle East by Indiana Jones,
they moved to London and rebuilt their temple.
The biggest disapppointment is
that after the first half, Holmes
does no re;~l sleuthing. Htl and

Considering that it is brought
to us by the friendly folks that are
responsible for movies like
Gremlins and Goonies, it should
come as no surprise that Young
Sherlock Holmes is delightful for
the kids but not exactly intelectually stimulating for anyone
over the age oft 3, Scenes like the
one in which Holmes and Watson
fly over London, E.T.·Iikc, in a
home-made airplane are just too
juvenile to take seriously.
It's unfortunate that they missed the opportunity to make a
more interesting film about one of
the aU-time great detectives.
Oh well. Good exciting movies
for the munchkins arc needed for
Christmas, and Spielberg and
crew do them better than anyone.
I'm not exactly going out on a
limb by predicting that Indiana
Holmes and the Prep-School of
Doom will make a lot of money.

Watson triumph through physical
strength, not mental prowess.
Seeing Holmes in a sword-fight
with the bad guy is no! what I had
in mind for how Holmes would
solve a big mystery.
Not that there is any mystery.
The "surprising plot-twists" are

Christmas Gift
Issue
Wednesday, Dec. 1 t
3 day distribution • 5000 extra circulation

Finals Week
Issue
Monday, Dec. t6
5 day distribution • 5000 extra circulation

New Mexico Dally Lobo
The Newspaper for the
University Community

MusiCians from the University of New Mexico will
present two different Christmas concerts next Sunday.
A free holiday concert by a brass quintet and brass
quartet, both from UNM, will be performed from l to 2
p.m. at the Old Town Piaza. The event is funded by the
Old Town Merchants Association and proceeds will
benefit the Friends of Music Scholarship program at
UNM. Selections for the concert will range from Christmas carols to music from the Baroque era, and will
include requests from the audience.
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1:30 and 3:30 pm

each day
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WARNER BROS. !'rc«nt•A LANDIS/FOLSEY Folm
BRILLSTEIN-BRIAN GRAZER l'rouu''"'n
CHEVY CHASE · DAN AYKROYD · "SPIES LIKE US"
STEVE FORREST· DONNA DIXON· BRUCE DAVISON
BERNIE CASEY· WILLIAM PRINCE ·TOMHAITEN
Music 12t ELMER BER.NSTE.IN E~•ru
.... nw Produ. ccr BERN.lE.· BRILLSTEIN .
&recnrl•v hv uAN AYKROYD and LOWELL GANZ & BABALOO MANDEL
.
srorv hy. DAN AYKROYD & DAVE THOMAS .
Produced by BRIAN GRAZER and GEORGE FOl.SEY, JR. Oitected 1w JOHN LANDIS
FROM WARNf.R BROS.

Tickets Av,i!loble at POP&!OY HALL BOX OFFICE:-277·3121

~

With spies like these
who needs enemies?
An A.A.R.-BERNIE

f.ITI't£ llill>ilt:S E!lt'CATIONALTOYS, lOt:! I Coors !'IW & Snnta t'e
F'tu·tu1·Jiu"r' Wltwum; ,,m, ritll A.C.T. rtt 888.,Jfi44
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MIA FARROW

WOODY ALLEN

ADVA.'<CE TICKETS AT TilE GROUP RATE-$3,00
All. Tickets $3.50 DAY OF' PERFOR.Th\NCE

- ·- ....

DAN
AYKROYD

A JACK ROLUNS ... CHARLES H. JOFFE ,.,.,.,,,,
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By SILL HAYDEN
Albuquerque Children's ~eatE:r takes <1. new look. at the old
£---::. 1.-·orilc, SL~:EPI;);G BEAL"TY; a"u dis.·nl·crs thlnHs Disney
never dreamed uf. Collie ahd ha"·e -a iun·filled aft~nloon. Wlth
PrinceSs Aurora, the Cute. 'Rack. Ruin and .Rusc~Ut)', the Queen
with the- horrid mem.orv the Good Frury ~·ho flies on wires and
aiJ the other dciJWlfful"~haract_ets in ACT"s new version ot the
old cfassic, SLE:EPI:.:G BEAL'TY.
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The UNM Symphony Orchestra, the UNM Combined Choruses and guest soloists will pcrfonn the Bach
Christmas Oratorio at the First Presbyterian Church,
downtown. John Landis will be the conductor and performers will include Donna McRae, soprano, and
l<atheryne Fowler, mezzo-soprano. The first part of the
concert begins at4 p.m., the second part at 7:30p.m.
Admission is $4 for the public, $3 for students and
senior citizens.

Albuquerque Childr-en$ Theater

Actors Charles Digneo, Warren Smith and Wendy McCabe appear in the new play The
Menaechmi of Plautus playing Friday, Dec. 6 at 8 p.m. in the Franklin Dickey Theater on the
first floor of the Humanities Building.

CHEVY
CHASE

Christmas Concerts Presented
Watch for
The Daily Lobo :S Holiday Issues

Menacchmus I; Professor Robert
Reeves as Menaechmus U: Professor
Wendy McCabe as Matrona, wife of
Menaechmus I; and Professor McAllister Hull aS Matrona's father. In
real life Hull is McCabe's father so
he's a natural for the role,
Smith, who has taught at UNM for
15 years, said it is the first time the
department has put on a play.
"We're having so much fun - drama is becoming therapeutic to me.
"It's made the whole thing come
alive. The play is something other
than words on the page."
Smith said that anyooe in drama
probably knows that but added "for
me it's new. It's an Italian play and
there is a gesture with everything
you say."
Plautus wrote more than 100 plays
and 21 have survived through the
years, more than any other writer,
Smith said, "It is a testimony to
Plautus' popularity in ancient
times."
The pcrfonnance is Friday at 8
p.m. i.n tbe Franklin()ickeyTheater,
on the first floor of the Humanities
Building. Tickets are available for
$1 in Room 229 of Ortega Hall or at
the door. For more information call
277-2636,
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2300 Central S.E.
268-4504

11:00-2:00
Mon.-Fri.
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Track Them Down December 6th at a Theatre Near You.
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Memorial Held-

Schleyer Returns Home To Plague Lobo Hoopsters
In Two-Point Loss To Abilene Christian University
By .Jay Raborn
Claudia Schleyer enjoyed her
home cooking at the expense of
the University of New Mexico
women's basketball team Tuesda¥ night.
The former Eldorado High
School product made the most of
her return home, pouring in 37
points to rally her Abilene Christ-

ian squad to a 76-74 victory over
the Lobos at University Arena.
Trailing by as many as 10 points
late in the game, the two-time
All-American poured in 22
second-half points to thwart the
Lobos' chances for a successful
home opener and their first victory of the season.
The senior guard was a thorn in
her host's side, scoring 15 of

ACU's final 19 points, including
a three-point play with 52
seconds remaining to give the
Wildcats their first lead of the
second h<ilf, 73-72. Then with
eight ticks remaining, Schleyer
iced the contest by hitting .the
front end of a one-and-one to
raise the Wildcats' record to 4-1.
UNM feU to 0-3.
"Claudia's just a great player,"

Lobo Coach Doug Hoselton said.
"She really hurt us with her play
in the second half. We tried to do
a couple of things to stop her, but
whenever they needed the big
basket she was there."
Schleyer's heroics highlighted
an otherwise sloppy contest, with
the two teams combining for 59
turnovers, 32 of those coming by
the Lobos. UNM displayed its

Schleyer Returns-

continued from page 10
Julie Rase of Ashford, England;
team coach Ron Renko; assistant
coach Pat Moynihan; and student
trainer Stephanie Streit of
Hawarden.
Federal investigators say it will be
at least two months he fore they know
what caused the twin-engine plane to
slam into a west Des Moines neighborhood as the team returned from
an NCAA meet in Milwaukee,
where it had placed second.
Athletic director Max Urick, his
voice breaking, said the Iowa State
community "gives our love and
thanks to Watkins and Renko and the
players,"
"They were young women of hope
and ambition ... ," he said. "We'll
still see their coach and will still see
them running - stirring the wind,
and. that wind (carrying) the signature of their honor."
The crowd of 6,000 people included the surviving members of the
women's cross-country team, who
were dressed in their cardinal and
gold warm-up suits. They and members of the lSU rnen's team were on
two other planes that landed minutes
before the ill-fated plane arrived in
Des Moines.
Roger J. Carrick of the British
Consulate in Chicago read a Jetter
sent by Eric and Valerie Baxter, parents of Susan Baxter. "The Baxter
family sends their love to all the bereaved families," the letter said.
"Sue thoroughly enjoyed her time in
Iowa. We offer our sincerest condo- Shawn Brooks hits a layup during the record setting game
lences in this unconscionable and
against U.S. International University Tuesday night. The
most tragic loss of life."
Morning classes were canceled so Lobos go on the road next week .to play Georgetown in
students could attend the service.
Washington, D.C.

immaturity on the night, committing several errors as it was constantly harassed by the Wildcats'
full-court press. Nevertheless,
the Lobos .still managed a 40-34
halftime advantage, largely due
to the exploits of senior forward
Winifred Foster.
Relatively quiet in the Lobos'

continued on page 11

Memorial Held
For Iowa State
Crash Victims
AMES,. Iowa (AP)- Thousands
of friends and fellow students paid
tribute today to six members and
coaches of Iowa State University's
women's cross-country team and
their pilot, killed in a plane crash last
week.
"In the last several days, we have
realized how compassionate the
Iowa State University family really
is," university President W. Robert
Parks said during the service. "Expressions of sympathy have come
from near and far."
The Nov . .25 crash killed pilot
Burton Watkins; team members
Sheryl Maahs of Spirit Lake, Susan
Baxter of Brentwood, England, and

continued on page 11

continued from page 10
first two defeats, Foster displayed
her tenacious play inside 10 the
first stanza, tallying 14 points in
the h<llf. But reverting to her poor
outside jumper in the second half,
Foster faltered, only to have the
slack taken up by forward Tracy
Satran.
This week's High Country
Athletic Conference Player of the
Week, Satran dominated in the
paint, as the Lobos gradually
built their margin to 10 midw<ly
through the stanza. Eldorado pro·
duct Janice Branch keptthe Wildcat& honest and alleviated the
pressure off of Satran, by netting
several long jumpers, while
finishing the night with 15 points.

American Heart Association
CPR Class
Sat., Dec. 7

-

More Than 150 Typefaces Available
For Further Details 277-5656
131 Marron Hall

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
Marron Hall, Room 131
Open Mon. , Fri. - Sam to 5pm
Telephone-· 277,6228
Cash , Check , MasterCard , Visa
Deadline • I :00 p.m D;;~.y Prior to Publication
Ath•crtising Rates- 17~ per wnrd pcrda,· nr I z~ per 1\tlnl jlL'rtlltY
lor f1,•c or ntorc cnnsccutivc da,·s with ntl dtart~L·~. Campu~ depart. tncntsand chartered studcnttugttni:atinns n1av·usl• Las Nnticioh ft1r'
nnnounccmcnts. Las Notldas rate- is IL'~t Jit'r -word.

Las N otic las
SPAN.l01 NEW .section! TuTh 2·3!15 on addendum
at registration ctnter. Sign ilp now,
12111
SWE MEETING 7 PM SUB 2lOA·B. Speclalspc•kcr
from AT&T- Equallty in Engineering. Sponsorotd

$15 A Year

Call 277-1922
to reserve a space

Daily Lobo, UNM llox 20
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Can you
afford to gamble

with the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE,orMCAI?
Probably not. Great grades
alone may not be enough to
impress the grad school of
your choice.
Scores playa part. And
tha(s how Stanley H. Kaplan
canhelp.
.
The Kaplan course teaches
test-taking techniques, reviews
course subjects, and increases
the odds that you'll do the best
you cando.
So if you've been out (lf
school for a whife and need a
refresher, or even if you're fresh
out ot' college, do what over 1
million students have done.
Take Kaplan. Why take ~
a chance with your
11'5#

The Yule Log is Coming
The annual personal Christmas message section of
the NM Daily Lobo classified advertisements will

begin Friday, Dec. 6, 1985
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JAMES, TIIANKS FOR dinner, !i,tid the party!_ J'm
looking forward to Friday! Love, Kisse$, P.S. Hope
your ntck Is- beUcrl.
121.5
PJ PHI'S: K"-PPAS are ready for the Masquerade
Balli!.
12/6
MARX
lf'YOl) get to re'ad this: SUrprise Ill ~ave
an ahileralingdaylli.Jcs.
111~
O.B.G.'SSAT. NJGHT8:00.Ani3f!t

!Or~member.

1216
OBGtiT'S GOAT time Sat- night 8:D:>.
1216
ANN; I FOUND tb~ perfect X-mas glft for Bob. A
girt c:cr1ificate foi' a therap~au11c mauagc rrom_High

Desert Natural Theral'ies. He .said l'rn the bestt 2557670. Betty.
1215

Typing/Word Processing

Free to NCHO Members
$5.00 for Students

•. ,.

The Lobos host Oklahoma on
Monday at University Arena.

Daily Lobo Display Advertising

8:00 am-12:00 pm,
1:00-5:00 pm
1815 Roma NE
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"I really can't be displeased
with the loss," Hoselton said,
"because we finally gave it our
maximum effort. I think they
finally prepared themselves to
win. We're young and it's going
to take sometime to gel, but as
long as we get that effort 1'II be
satisfied."

i__

Right On

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

B~t the trio failed to offset the
prowess of Schleyer, who
brought the Wildcats back from
the brink of dc,feut, An incxped·
enced Lobo squad aided her
cause, committing several costly
errors as its lead gradu<dly evaporated.

mE WRITER'S Cii:OICE. Qualitywordproce.ning,
12/6
QUAU1Y TYPING. $1.!10/pOJ•• NE. Mornings and
evenings beforeS pm. 299-!641.
12/16
WORD PROCESSING. OVER 5 years experience.
HigheSt qualify, 'Dissertations, thcsC$, papers.
FamUiat with APA and UNM graduate Ehool
12116
formats. 296-3731.
QUALITY 1 FAST; REASONABLE word
processing. resUmes,- term paper.s, theses, etc. 345·
1748.
1120
fl'PINGIWORD PROCESSING. Done quickly,.
aecu111.tel)'. Very reasonable rates. 265~1967 day or
evenings.
12116
.. PLACE TO GET Your Stuff TYPed". Word·
proceMing. Resumes. thesis, diuen,.tions and mor_e.
Technical math, mulli·lin8Ual eapabilhy. APA·UNM
format. Barbara Stewart. 268~.534!1..
12/16
OUTSTANDING QUAUTY, REASONABLE
prices. Papc:r, manuscripts. word processlnR, theses.
Re.~umes. 881•(l31.3'.
12/9
TYPING OR WORDPROO:SSING. Editing Svcs,
Jteasonabte rates, all manuscrip1S. 266-3372, )2111
'lTS WORD PROCESSING: Permanent disC
storage. SpeciaUze.s· rn eriginc:erlng equations,
wldetrack diisy··wheel prinililg, prer. thesis, df~rtc.
Experienced, refs~ Ellen 294-6.337.
1216
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING. Academy Blvd
area. Nancyetl-1490.
12/J f
TYP'ING. FAST, ACCURATE, Arfoi'dable. 299·
ltol.
$/It
EXPERT WORD PROO:SSING. B.S. Engll!h. 292·
GliB.
12116
WORD PROCESSING DONE In my hOme. Call
Carol•t 242.. 7668.
12/9
PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING
GUARANTEED.26l·1088.
1216
WORD PROCF..SSING SERVICES. NE Height.!.
Cali29J.Ol08,8 am-7 pm.
12/16
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. FAST, aCclitite and
reliable. kc:asonabte raid .. _Call Karen 2944624,12116
rtJLL COLOR VIEWGRAPHS, computer graphics
no-d w:hnical word•processing. Hlgh~st quaflty~ H"h
discoUnt to UNM students/slilff•. 266-S671.
12116
PROFESSIONAl. WORD PROCESSING. Pi<k•up
llttd deliver~ 281~1387.
l2/t6
PROH:SSIONAL TYPIST. NEheights, 823•186l.
12/16
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES.!B4o7238.
tl~
LEITER QUALITY WORD proo:essihg, $1,50/J)s,
242-$427.
1:!116
EXPERIENCt:D TYPIST UNIVt:ASITY atea. Style
cholce:s.lteil!iottable. 2s.5··4604.
12116
~R\!ORKS 266•1118.
lin
2~$.5203.

Address· changeS ror W·2 lU statemen(j should
made at the Payroll Department, Scholes 251 or
phone277·23!13.
i2/J6
POETS/WRITERS; CONCEPTIONS Soutliwest i;

now accepilng literature entries for tlle Spring 1986
j$$ue. Btlng no more than !I _t)'ped literary -..;orks to
Marron Hall, Room l:U, M·F, 8·5. peadlineJan. t,
1986. Call1.77-.i656 formor!!!lnformadan.
12/J 6
JEWJSJf STUDEN1S~ DON'T rorget the Jew'ish
Student Union- -Hillel Bagel!JrUi:Jch, Oec. 8 at
II :00 a.m. in che haemationll Cenler, 18~ La.t
lomas. Guest spceikc:r.
1216
BACXI AFTER A brief absence. ThC Chlc:c:o d(
Carrce espresso aut:, In front t~( the Humanities

Building.

'lZ/5

JOIN IN THE funl UNM cc:lebrales the HanJina.ot
the Or«:ns: Luminaria disp)ay or earnpus ·111d
cara1ing.. ThiS Friday. Dec. 6, 6;.30 p.m. at Studr:iit
ServiCes Building, Allaaes we kame.
1116
SUB-RECREATION WILL be: hostfns • Hack)" Sak
Footliai Tt.'Jui'natnent on Thursday, Dec. .5th. Entry Is
S2 pay!ble at the NM On_ion dames Area. The
toumeywllJ bc:sin at l p.m .• Johnson Ffc:ld.
J2/S
GET PUBLISHED! ARTtSTS 4nd wtitrrs, Con·
eepdons Southwest Is now accepting entries for the
Spring 1986 b·sue. The deadline for sllbmi~sloiu Is
January lS. 1986. Call the office or come by'fa_r more
details. ROOm 225 Marron liall, J!hane 277·7.52!1.

MWP· ~tween
and $:00.

J~OO

and 5:00 or 1Th between 3:00
12116

continued on page 12
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IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
an<l fits ~eys. Chris's Indoor Store, 1[9!-1 Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262-2107. 1211 I
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Ppllce
8:00" a.• m. to 4;00 p.m. daily.
tfn
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Miscellaneous
ADOPTION WANTED -I,OVING, financially
secure family wams to a<!opl infant or toddler; all
expen•es paid Call873·3032 evenings and weekends.
•
•
.
12111

Classified Advertising • 277-6228 ~- :---~~~-~
l!OOMMATE WANTED, GRAI) student or young
profe>Sionai, non-smoking, relaxed but able to enjoy
joud music on Friday nights. Spacious house Just
north of downtoWn, W/D hookup, fireplace, off·
CAMI'l\11 VAN Di,;ETIIOVEN and Tied in Knots. Z
street parking. $22' plus 'o1 g!lli. Sl $0 DO. Callliauy
band I, 4 bucks. Saturday, Dec. 1, 8;30 p.m. Subway
at243·7022 (9·5).
IZ/6
Stution. INFO: DowWow Records, 103 Amherst SE.
I.ARGE OLD 3 bedrollm house, 8 rninute drive to
256.0928.
1216
UNM, Dining room, .2 porches. Roommates or
HORSEBACK RIOINC .LESSONS. Beginnen ro
chlidrenOK. $435 per mp<!lh. $200 DD. 292-0812.
advance. Jeanette 822·8473.
12116
1215
p AII'J'Y? FOOD? CONCF.nT? This is the place fPr
ROOMMATE WANTED ~·oR 2 bedroom fully
your cl<uslfieds ~bout Reswurams, Parties, Food
f11rnished apartment 4 bloc~s from University. Al.l
Sales, Concem, etc. "i''ood/Fun" today!.
tfn
utilities paid e.cept for phone, $187,$0 per month,
Call Cory: 268-1682 or leave message;. 768'8538.
Needed by Jan. I, 1986.
1215
AFI'ER CHRISTMAS; ROOM and Beard offered in
exchange for transporting twp c~ildren. Safe, reilable
NE~:D HELl' WITH holiday shopping? Choose from
1216
Mary Kay's won(lerful fragrance items: body care , car necessary, 243-2635 after6 pm.
and much rnore. Free gift. wrap und deHveryl Sheryl
CAMPUS COMPACf APARTMENTS, 215 Yale
292-6557.
1216
llivd SEat. Lead. lmrnaculate studio apartments near
stores and UNM. $240/mo., free utlllties, $175
GF:NF:RAJ, BOOKKEEPING, PAYROLl,, word
deposit, 6 mootl! lease. No children, pets, or
processing. 883·4275: 821·2976.
1123
roommate. See manager at Apt 2 or eall242-3447.
CllliiS.:SHIP fiiRING INt'ORMATION, Phone
12/6
{707) 778-1066 for details.
1216
TOWNHOUSF; APARTMENT 2 bedroom, I bath.
GERMAN & FRF;NCH Translations; word
Washer, dryer hookup, free cable TV, private yard.
processing. Cali265~2302.
12116
UniversitY and Stadium area, 5350, with 11replacc
TUTORING - MA'HIEMATICS, STATIS11CS,
$400. Dillon Real Estate. 294-14$9.
tfn
lciences. Experienced Ph.D, Reasonable. 26~·7799.
TilE CITADEL: SUPE~IJ location ncar UNM and
tfll
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
t:n;GtASSES INTt:RNATIONAI., SKILI.ED l11
or efficiency, 5310 to $395. Ali Utilities paid. Deluxe
fitting snectncles. Comact Lens. By Dr, R,E. English.
kitchen with !lishwasher and disposal, recreation
PAY l.fiSS OI'TlCIANS, S019 Menaul
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
NE. - a~rllss from !.a Belle's. 888-4778.
tfn
couples, no pets, Open Sundays,l520 University NE.
STl.IOY Gt;JTAR AT Marc's Guitar Center•.Five
243·2444.
·
tfn
dedicated pr!lfcslional instructors. All siYl~. all
FOR RENT; Ef'FICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
.levels. Cali us at 265·33 15. 143 Harvard Sf!,
tfn
NE. $260/mo., for one person, $280/mo. for 2
I'ERFORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead Ave Sf!,
persons, all utilities paid, $17-l security deposll. Fully
2~6·1061. Ballet, Jan, Vocni Coaching,
tfn
furl!lshcd, security locks and laundry facilities, No
children or" pets. l>ieasc call before 6:00 in. the
CONTACT I'OLISIIING SOLUTIONS Casey
evening,
266-8392.
tfn
Optical Company on Lomasjun west of Washington.
tfn
ACCliMATE INFORMATION ABOUT c~n·
trnception, Uerilizntlon, abortion. Right to Choose,
294.j)J7l.
tfn
Plfii.CO STEREO ANQ speakers, AM, FM, 8·
track, casseue, turntable. FM needs work, $125 obo.
PRE(;NACY TJI.S'rlNG & counseling. Phone 247·
292·0539.
1216
~~
~
CUSTOM CROMEMOLLY FRAME recumbent
bicycle less than 6 months old, S100 OBO, .Farberware tonvcctlon turbo-oven $75. 265-6$88 before
Ba.m,orafler8p.rn.
12/16
ROOMMATE WANTED. GRAD •tudent for 2
Jl8K PORTABLE COMPUTER. MS.DOS, word
bedroom furnished apartment 4 blacks from UNM.
processing, communications screen, printer, memory
All utilitlos paid. St90 per month. 266·5074.
1211l
included. IBM compatablc, Weighsl31bs. 265-4503.
MAU:IH:MALE NON· smoker share 3 bedroom
12116
house with 1 male and l female In SE, Sl70/mo.
WATERB~:D $90, .FUTON S,, DPIOOO SIOO,
cx~cpt phone. WID, dishwasher, nrcpluce. $67 DO.
1219
266-3 428.
12/9 lcveseat. 842-6410.
10 SPI>, BICYCLES. Must sell. Austro-Daimler, 21"
H>MAU: ROOMMATE WANTED, Non-smoker,
mature. Osuna nn~ Snn l'edro. Cnll881·9226. 1215 frame, like new, Sl90 OliO. Wlndson, 2S", SlSO
OliO. Both in great coudltion, quality components.
NE'fliERWOOD TWO BR, two full baths. Quiet 247-(l45l.
1216
adults" $425. Utll's pald.2~8-9343: 266·0270.
1216
FOR SAI.E:
FIKEWOOD. $100
cord
fURNISIIED ROOM FOR rent Jn nite house near delivered/stacked. 265:9139 J err.
12/6
l'NM. S23S includes utillties, phone, washer, dryer.
IDM·PCXT COMPUTERS 256K Dual disk drives.
l're(er non·smokcr, rnature. 265·3801.
1216
Graphics expandable CRT $1100. CaiiZ68·9499.
Nlct: 1 BEDROOM toWnhouse close tO UNM. Dish·
12116
wnsher disposal wtd hookups, private yard, covered
FOR
SALE:
lO•specd
bicycle,
KoKusal.
E.cellent
~atport. S425tmo. 3911 SilvcrSE. Dill.on Real Estate
JUlO
294-1459 evenings296·1732.
12116 condition. Sl 00. 299-8828,
AVAitABLE NOW, l bedrC!Om opartrnenl In GUITAR CLASSIC GIBSON. Good condition.
Sunburst. S225. 884-6818.
12/9
Rtdge~rest area. Washer hookup, S295/mo plus
utilities. 34Jl0 Sntith SE. Dillon Real Estate 294· LOADING DOCK SALE Electronic parts, disk
1459.
12116 drive, computer pam, power supplles. Hundreds or
HOUSE TO SIIARE. Available immediatelY. Picfcr items. Terminals 5200 and up. Printers $55 and up.
Saturday, Dec, 1, J(J.S. SunTcc Computers 1523
fcmafc over 30, lavender lefi, 242-8143. $175/monrh.
12/6
Deposit. v, utilities,
1216 Eubank NE.
A\'AlLABI,E JAN. I Share 2 br. house 'II block" MAGISTRONI 10 SPEED, Never used. SIOO, 831·
121!1
(rom UNM. $147.50 plus V. gas. 2$6-0580.
12/6 2205.
ROOMMATETOSIIAREhouse.l rnlldrolltUNM. 10 SPD, MOTOBECANEF stow•away bicycle $85:
1SO month plus V. util. 247·9361.
12/10 stereo S90; gr. cquali•er S2S; car roo( carrier $45;
:291·8564.
12/9
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR charming .co1y 2 bdr
hou1e close to the base. $135 plus half utilities. Call .fl.lLL SIZE BEQ, Ukc new.l'irm $Upport. Complete
266-4299.
12/.S With mattress, box sptings, rrante. SIOO, 266-0620.
leave message on machine.
12111
SHARE 3 BEDROOM 2 bath NE hOme. Non•
smoker. WID, fireplace, cable, mkrC!wave, SnS a SANSUI CASSETTE QECK. Dolby, metal capable,
1216
month. V. utilities. 298·0203.
12/9 works great. SjO, 877·9691.
FOR SALE: CIIARMING 2•bedroom home. Neat CANNON·TX35trlm, 50mm 1:1.8Jens. Nearly new,
12/ti
Nob Hill. 307 Tulane SE. Contact Elaine Nelson, 5125. 2S5·608l.
Monte Vista Re. 266-3009: 281·9832.
1219 TWIN BED, BOX springs, maurcss, solid wood
J'URNISIIED APARTMENTS. ONE block to headboard. $90, Swivel desk chair S20. i~S·60B.l.
1216
UNM. Delu.<e Dne/two bedrooms 533$·$440. New
furniturt- carpel. Includes utililios. 141 Columbia
Dr. SE. 268·0525.
i2/16
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HIGU PERFORMANCE SKl·BOOTS, San Marcos
AXIl. paid $290 Ia!! March, (too small) $200/obo,
2~5-5385 art-.r6:30 p.m.
1216
BROTIJER ELECfRJC TVPI\WRITER, Correct-p.
Ball ~L·l, excellent condition, $150. Call277·2184,
1215
COlTON FUTONS, ZABUTONS, Zafus. Bright
Future Futon Co, 2424 Garfield, SE, 268-9738, 12/16
BUY SELL TRADE Good used llres wheels custom
stock mo;>untins spln balancing repairs. SPECIAL
DISCOUNT WITif I.JNM JD. World Wheels, 255·
6382; 3601 Central NE,
tfn

NEW MEXICO PUBLIC Interest Re<earcll Group
has work·study openings for people Interested in
consumer, social, environment, and other public
policy issues, Call 277-2758 or stop by rm 96 SUB
basement.
1216
e

Travel

GENTLEMEN'S BATHE & SliAVE Section at Body
Bueno offers the finest me11's toiletries, aloe shave
gels, farnous Royall B~ ~fter-shaves, fine razors,
rnusta~he care kits, and more.
12/11
WAN'I'EQ; V~N, CAMPER, or trailer to rent or
lease. Needed Dec. 27 until Jan. 13. Caii243·838L
1211)
ALL 1 WANT for \:hriSI!TIIIli is a loving home. Lovely
shepherd cross rescuea off streets. Will spay,. Free lo
right home. 867-5020.
1216
HOLIDAY CARDS AT Martha's. Body Bueno Shop
are the best and most unique carps in Albuquerque
plus 1986. "You gottuee to believe!'',
12/9
FOR VINTAGE CIIRISTMA!l valvets and sparkly
New Year's anlre. Vhit the Turquoise Flamingo, 120
Amherst NE. In the Nob Hill 51-lopping dimict. Z5S·
0101.
12/16
LOO~ING FOR A special gift for a friend, lpver,
rnother, father, or youngster? Body Bueno hllli fresh
sift ideas and affordable lu<ury- AND a special
selection or stocklngsiUffers.
12116
WILL HOUSE SIT for holidays, local professional
women. Call 2~5·9978, evenings.
12110
MONEY 1'0 .LOAN, Quick and confidential. Loans
on nnythingofvaiuc. MOM Gun and Pawn. 2823 San
Mateo .NE. 881-8647,
'
12/6
CLEARANCE lfOLIDAY SALE. Sunday, Dec. 8,
11 off everything in the store- books, cards,
calendars, The Bookc:ue 109 Mesa SE. 247-3102.

NEED A RII)J<; to the Richland WA area for
or 277-39$0, Keep trying, 12/11
RIDE TO MONTANA needed. 277-4168,
12/6
1WO ROUND TRIP airline ticket from Albuq, to
Washington D,C, Dec. 24. Leave message 292-3595,
$270 each.
12/6
RIDERfS) WANTED TO: Kansas City, Des Moines,
77 HONQA CIVIC, Runs good. $600 obo. 823-#61. Minneapolis. One way or both - share expenses,
12/11 Leave: Dec. 20·22; Return: Jan. 2-4. Calll·762-6156
1975 CHRYSLER CORDOVA. White, sunroof, mag evenings.
1216
wheels, Sl700 or best offer. 266-4091.
12/11 CHICAGO FOR X·MAS. Am~ak ticket l·way.
MUST SELL 1!173 Ford Courier. $1050,00 OBO, Arrives C:hgo. 24th. 268-2057,
12/6
293-2864,
12/10 TRAVELING FOR X·MA.Sl Call Auto Drlveaway
1219
FOR SALE 11170 VW Squareback $80(),. 345-7436 for inexpensive uavel possibilities, 345-4317, 12/16
before 8 p.m.
12/10 RIDE AVAILABLE, APPROXIMATt:LY Dec. 18th
PENIS POSTER DEPICTS prgans of 12 animals,
frorn man to whale. Sciefl(ific and funny. Great
.GOOD RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION. Mazda to Charlotte NC or points aiPnn the way. Split !ravel
Christmas gift! .Fast delivery. SlO postpaid. Poster 5,
n'HX2. $500 OBO. Call884-6022 evenings. 12/16 expenses. Contact Cathy266·4673, evenings.
12/9
PO Box 1348, NY, NY 10025.
12/?
80 SUBARU GL wagon 2wd, automatic, brown, SEEKING RIDE TO Mexico after Dee, 12.Jirn 268·
CHRISTMAS AT KAUFMAN'S. Gifts for the whole
rack. One owner, good condilion. S3000, 265·8209,
74S6.
1219
family, Mash lrivla games, fatigues, hats, binoculars,
1219 COLLEGE TOURS PURGATORY December 6, 7,
flight jacket~, much more. Kaufman's West. A real
MUST SELL 1978 Ford Fiesta, New battery. New 8. Ten spots left, $99.296-1584.
12/6
Army and Navptore. 1660 Eubank. NE. 293·2300.
tires. Runs great, Cal1277·3380, $1200 OliO.
1216. NEEI> RID F. TO Mlarnl Dee, 26 or 27, Call Carolyn
1216
J9tl5 MUSTANG RUNS well, needs body work. 242·6553.
tfn
CAN'T GO WRONG! Gift certificates, we'.il add
SIOOOobo, 873·1871,
1215 X·MAS BREAK St.; I - Steamboat, CO. $270 (115·
OJO~o. "Kaufman's West. A Real Army and Navy
1980 ClfEVt,TIE 4-CYLINDER, driven from Belen 1111) includes traosportation, accollt,andlrf( tickets.
Store, 1660 Eubank NE, 293-2300.
12/~
to- Albuquerque 5 years. SJSOO. Good condition. Call StudentTravel277·2336.
12/16
AI'FORDABLE I,EATilER .JACKJln, Now In
Looking for 112 ton truck. Call after 5:30; 1·864stoik $50-$100 white supplies last, Kaufman's West.
4785.
12111
A Real Army and Navy Slore.1660.EuoankNE. 293·
1982 CAMARO Z%8. Pb, ps, a¢, am/fm, tp,
2300.
1216
automatic, Hop. 884-5123 after 5 p.m.
tfn LOST- KEYS ON brass key· chain saying Teresa,
EYEGLASSES. WHOLESAI,E TO the pUblic.
Call :!43·7228.
1215
Quality generic and designtr eyewear at _wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses, Dunedain
BLACK PURSE FOUNQ in Ed, 104 on Wed., Dec.
OptlelaM. 255-2000. I 18 WMhington SE.
lfn
4.1dentify and claim, Marron Hall Room 131. 12/9
PART•TIME, CLERK·stocker, Must be over 21,
Cl,i\.SSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Plate your ad
FOUND IN WOMEN'S room Mhthell Hall. Watch.
Appiy in person. SavcWay Uquors, 5516 Menaul
today I 31 Marron Hall
tfn
ld ent ify an d cIaImal 131 Marran Ha11 •
lUll
Blvd, NE.
12/16
RETAIL SALES OF decorator fabrics and accessories. Energetic, outgoing person. Four days per
week. Apply In person. Fabric Wcrks, Hoffmantown
Center, 8210 Menaul NE.
1216
SELL ORIGINAL IIANDCRAITED and crystal
For Further Details 2n·5656
jewelry, Your own hours. 265'3944,
12/16
131 Marron Hall
PART·TIME PERSONAL secretary needed, Must
have own transportation. Call James Shelton 265·
4625.
12/16
I'ART-TIME EXPERIENCED clllihfcrs NEEDED.
All &hifls. Apply In person, Frcntler Restaurant, 2400
Central SE.
1219
COMPUTER SYSTEMS: FULL-tlme/part·time
technical support (hardware/software). Full•
rlrnc/part-time sales. Resumes accepted at Sun Tee
Computers, 1523 Eubank NE.
1219
CARE TAJ.;ER WANTED !or Infant next semester in
baby's home. part-time thru June 86. 7:30 a.m.·$:30
PREVIOUS
52 Listen
ACROSS
p.nt, Days til be dl<cussed. Christian Orientation
1
Mineral:
suff.
Scale
56
PUZZLE
SOL.\JED
preferred. Call Diane 265•$169.
1219
60 Range
5 LaissezRESF.ARCII BUSINESS STUDENT wanted.
611ce cream
10 Weight unit
December and Janmlry. Subjeact procuremen•
ALAI
AMILE
RENO
type
14 African port
tiproject management. Rate negotiable. M. Burks
AE I N D I F F E R E N C E
265.jJI95.
12/16
64 Waterfall:
15Ancient
D F L E G ';tly-~ L E T T. E R
DESPERATELY SEEKING SANTA. The Ocneral
Scot.
16 City of ltalia
Stores.
!2/J 6
DTI E T - A RCS
17 Bon
65Append
P RR
"DAILY LOBO" JIIRING I beat reporter, I
19 Declare
66 Wilts
~milD I(C A p
legislative reporter for spring term. Experienced
ARA. WoM AN
S N 0 A E
20 Guarantee
67 Leisure
reporters only. Bring tllp!, Call 277·7527 ask for
I R l(S
RTO V E D GIL U T
68
Grooves
21
Menders
l<elly or Jo.
t(n
NO SfE S~
L E
69 Different
23 Rubs
T~ E(N
... T I E s wA G N E R
26 Drowse
S A GAR NJS
27 Make a new DOWN
WORK STUDY! RESEARCH Assistant for the
home
1 Opera box
"·~.
THEODOLITE
KINE
Division of Emergency Medicllli:. 217-5062.
12/JJ
30 Visitors
2 Press
AMERIVISOR
EROS
ARE YOU POSITIVE. enthusiastic, and workstudy
34 Evils
3 N. Mexico
qoalllied? If so, School Relations may have Jwt the
HERS
EDENS
TENT
35
Up
:
resort
job fC!r you as an Information assistant who wiU meet
Cornered
4 Holds out
the public and promote UNM. Contact Clarice
JenkinsNJ61.
1219
37 Sheep
5 Woodland
25 Lounges
48 Claws
Christmas126.5-~744
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Daily Lobo
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Get Results
131 Ma"on Hllill
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, Covered

Wlraflon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OlDTOWN

38
39
41
42

Pool stick
Bounders
Creek
Netherlands
town
.43 Revoke: arch.
44 - "SUit
45 Bank (on)
47 Cafes
50 Pro 51 Springe

6
7
8
9

- Saba
Fish
Rip
Imperil
10 Rio11 Gad
12 Of the US.A
13 Impairs
18 Coli. soc.
22 Libertines
24 Dish

~~

27 Sieved
28 Dodge
29 Rest
311maret
32 Thread

33 Ottomans
36 Staff anew
39 Hindu noble
40 Scraps
44 Proposition
46 Refrigerant

s•o

gr,..,

49 Epochal
52 Sallow
53 Melody
54 Asian coins
55 Treat
57 Type face:
abbr.
58 Badgers
59 Handle: Fr.
62Since
63 Kitty

